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Miniature effort, maximum performance 

BlueMax Mini Modular 

 

The compact automatic drilling and insertion machine with in-

terchangeable drilling unit is stirring up the market: It is also 

in command of producing 90°offset drilling patterns, e.g. for 

drawer runners. 

 

Automatic drilling and insertion machines are essential for rational, 

precision assembly in the workshop. The BlueMax series from 

Hettich provides the professional wood-worker with a wide choice 

of high-quality machines. This range has the right model to suit the 

demands of any workshop. In deciding which option to choose, it's 

not only a machine's performance profile and purchase price that 

are important but also but also the amount of space it takes up in 

the workshop.  

 

Small in size yet big on results: The product from Hettich com-

bines mature technology with compact design: The  

BlueMax Mini Modular is no bigger than the tried and proven 

BlueMax Mini 3 but comes with the performance of the large 

BlueMax Modular models: interchangeable drilling equipment, me-

chanic drilling stroke limiter, fixed stops for frequently recurring 

hole spaces and a whole lot more. The comprehensive range of 

accessories meets all of a workshop's specific needs. 

 

The interchangeable drilling units and the ease with which the ma-

chine is set up save time and go a long way towards optimising 

the workflow in the workshop. There are these drilling units to 

choose from:  
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  6-spindle drilling unit for connectors and hinges 

  9-spindle drilling unit for hole lines  

  9-spindle drilling unit, offset by 90°, for drawer runners  

 

In conjunction with the 90° offset unit, the BlueMax Mini Modular 

can give carpentry workshops a noticeable competitive edge. But 

this isn't all that makes the "little giant" a hot tip. 

 

Individually selectable accessories for the BlueMax Mini Modular: 

 Foot pedal 

 Adjustable centre stop in the workpiece support 

 Continuation stops for drilling hole lines 

 Pneumatic hold-down clamp for fixing workpieces 

 Swivel unit for dies* to insert fittings  

(*existing insertion dies can be used) 

 Fence extension for lengthening the workpiece stop  

 Drill bits 

 Insertion dies 

 

 

The following picture material is available for downloading from 

www.hettich.com: 

 

 
 
The BlueMax Mini Modular comple-
ments the range and combines the 
benefits that come with BlueMax Modu-
lar and BlueMax Mini Type 3. 
Photo: Hettich 
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BlueMax Mini Modular with 6-spindle 
drilling unit for connectors and hinges. 
Photo: Hettich 


